TRENDS IN BRAND STRATEGY, INNOVATION AND DESIGN
– 2020 –
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We are Butterfly.
At Butterfly we believe in the power of emotions.
That behind every choice, there’s a feeling driving it.
A goosebump, a jaw-drop, a chuckle - influencing
decisions and stirring people into action. We’re a leading
brand and innovation company, based in NYC and London.

A team of strategists, researchers and designers working
together to get behind the whats and wade into the whys
behind your challenge, no matter how complex.
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2020. Where to begin?
In an era where global change already seemed
to be moving at an exponential rate, the first
half of this year has taken things to a new level.
A global pandemic, nations in lockdown,
gloves, masks and global protests.
Being thrust into a new situation is never easy.
And the current situation certainly isn’t that.
We’re seeing new landscapes being formed
under our feet and new realities being formed
right in front of our eyes. As businesses started
to shut down and people began to lock down,
uncertainty seemed to be the order of the day.
The shape of the world was suddenly filled with
question marks, people living a day at a time.
Here at Butterfly, like everywhere else,
we’ve found things tough and a little scary.
But we’ve also been taking the opportunity
to notice the things that have been putting
smiles on faces and to think again about
things as they are, have been and will be.
One thing that has been clear in the
prevailing time is that this has been
a period of re-evaluation and re-focus
for people and brands alike. Faced with
the shock of the new, it’s natural to take
a fresh eye to things, to take stock, and have
a long, hard look at the things we thought
were important. And, then, adjust accordingly.

Our approach at Butterfly has always been
that brands, like people themselves, need to be
people-first. Understanding not just how things
are changing, but why they’re changing and what
they can do to respond and get ahead of further
change. We call it Thinking with Feeling, and it
has empathy, understanding and emotion built
into it. In times like these, we feel that empathy
and understanding are qualities that brands big
and small can’t afford to set aside.
In researching this latest edition of Nectar,
our look at global trends and innovation,
it’s been heartening to see people and businesses
responding with understanding, insight and
ingenuity to these new realities. And, from
sourdough starters to Facebook boycotts,
we’re beginning to see one thing defining and
underpinning these new behaviours – kindness
. To ourselves, to the world around us and to the
people around us too. In this Nectar, we look at
the ways kindness is making a comeback.
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*Source: Mckinsey Company review of innovation during 2007 economic crisis

This issue celebrates the brands and
businesses who have kept thier focus
on innovation, who has responded to
the challenges of 2020 with creativity
and purpose. Those that have turned
challenges in to opportunities.
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MACRO TREND #1: BE KINDER TO OURSELVES

Mixing fun
and alcohol,
once again
With the rise of non-alcoholic
varieties, indulging in alcoholic
drinks was in danger of feeling
like a guilty sin. We started to
evaluate our thinking, “I can’t
have these extra calories”
and “I won’t get to the gym
tomorrow morning.” The fun
of alcohol was slipping away
as we focused on improving
ourselves to the nth degree.
But with the world able to
take a moment and reflect on
life and ourselves, the value of
enjoying the now and the joy
of indulging is only becoming
evermore pertinent.
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New sparkling tequila
soda, Onda, puts the
spirit of an endless
summer in a can, with
a standout orange
that goes against the
normal white seltzer
to cue lightness. This
drink brand does not
focus on sparkling
alcoholic drinks
being BFY but fun
and irresistable.

Category manifestations

ONDA | USA

There is no need to
go to the bar to get
a perfectly crafted
Negroni. You can find
all the ingredients
you need on the new
ALEMBIQ packaging.
Having the idea of
how a cocktail blends
different spirits
together, the label of
the bottle is composed
by beautiful fragments
of the labels used for
the cocktail. Each
label feels unique
and authentic.
Anheuser-Busch has recently come out with a
new brand, LQD, which bills itself as “Alcohol
Reimagined” and “Not Beer, Not Liquor, It’s LQD”.
The range includes decaffeinated hard green
teas, limeades, and lemonades and is meant
to go after the “health-conscious indulgers.”
This brand reimagines alcohol in a healthy
yet still indulgent way.
LQD | USA

ALEMBIQ | SPAIN
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MACRO TREND #2: BE KINDER TO EACH OTHER

Cherishing
moments
together

WWW.HELLOBUTTERFLY.COM

Alcohol, by and large,
has always been about
connecting, celebrating
and sharing with friends,
family, or even strangers.
That hasn’t diminished,
but instead has evolved
for the better. The BLM
and movement and
lockdows have given
alcohol brands the
opportunity to unleash
the power they have to
promote connections.
To use thier unique
positions to amplify
underrepresented
voices and bring people
together, when so much
was keeping us apart.
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Category manifestations

Dos Equis is giving away a 6 foot
cooler so friends can still be together
and connect in person but meet
social distancing guidelines - safely
facilitating connections during this
time of uncertainty.
DOS EQUIS | USA

Samuel Adams and nonprofit
GLAAD came out with their
“Love Conquers All” campaign.
They shared live poetry that was
written and performed by LGBTQ+
performers at New York’s Stonewall
Inn, site of the Stonewall riots of
1969. Therefore Giving a voice
to LGBTQ+ people.
SAMUEL ADAMS | USA

The Thesis brewery and its visual
language have charity, inclusivity,
community and optimism at its
heart. This unique design doesn’t
follow strict application guidelines.
On the contrary, it has multiple
identities with different patterns,
colours and illustrations which
harmonise extremely well together.
This identity system even allows
them to work with other artists for
can packaging while still keeping
the core of the identity intact.
THESIS BEER PROJECT | USA
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MACRO TREND #3: BE KINDER TO NATURE
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While in the past people have
focused on a narrower range of
sustainability issues, we’ve started
to see a broadening, thanks to
people Earth positively responding
to lockdowns and limited travel,
and the ferocity of COVID-19 showing
how fragile our place in the world is.
There is a growing expectation that
all products, in some way or form,
now need to incorporate sustainability
to protect the fragility of nature.
Alcoholic drinks are no different and
are under scrutiny to play their part in
ensuring a more symbiotic relationship
between humans and the planet.
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Category manifestations

Omega yeast home kits allow consumers to create scientific
experiments whilst controlling flavour and alcohol percentages.
Representing each SKU with a different personality through
bespoke illustrations paired with their bold, yet slightly clinical/
minimal branding. This approach creates a ‘gotta-try-them-all’
feeling, tapping into the collector’s mentality and appealing
directly to craft beer fanatics.
OMEGA YEAST HOMEBREW | USA

Frugalpac has launched a wine bottle
made of 94% recycled paperboard,
with a carbon footprint 6 times
lower than a glass bottle. Frugalpac’s
ability to reduce their carbon
footprint and glass production by
using paper is an important step
to help protect the environment.
FRUGALPAC | UK

HUN Wines is tailored
to Millennials offering
convenience, high quality
taste, and a quirky attitude.
Their can is fully recyclable,
the UK’s first Fairtrade canned
wine, and vegan. This can
works as both ethical for
the environment and people.
HUN WINES | UK
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bianca.cawthorne@hellobutterfly.com
M + 44 (0) 7866 806 367 (UK)
M + 1 (646) 757 0210 (US)

